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Abstract

We numerically investigate the role of plastic strain accumulation on the mechanical response of a planar strike-slip fault. Our

models show that fault-zone strength significantly impact the ensuing sequence of earthquakes. Weaker fault zones accumu-

lating more plastic strain promote more complexity in the seismicity pattern through aperiodic earthquake occurrences and

intermittent episodes of rupture and arrest. However, if the fault zone strength is high enough, the overall earthquake sequence

is characterized by periodic fault-spanning events. We find that both the fault normal stress and the fault surface profile evolve

throughout the earthquake sequence, suggesting a self-roughening mechanism. Despite the significant impact of plasticity on

the fault response, the width of the plastically deforming region in the fault zone is small compared to the fault length. Our

results suggest a rich behavior in dynamically evolving fault zones and support the need for further high-resolution studies of

the highly non-linear near-fault region.
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Key Points:13

• Partitioning of deformation between bulk and fault contribute to seismic complexity.14

• Seismic complexity and accumulation of plastic strain induce normal stress perturbations15

on the fault.16

• Off-fault inelastic deformation result in cascading earthquake.17

Abstract18

We numerically investigate the role of plastic strain accumulation on the mechanical re-19

sponse of a planar strike-slip fault. Our models show that fault-zone strength significantly20

impact the ensuing sequence of earthquakes. Weaker fault zones accumulating more plas-21

tic strain promote more complexity in the seismicity pattern through aperiodic earthquake22

occurrences and intermittent episodes of rupture and arrest. However, if the fault zone23

strength is high enough, the overall earthquake sequence is characterized by periodic fault-24

spanning events. We find that both the fault normal stress and the fault surface profile evolve25

throughout the earthquake sequence, suggesting a self-roughening mechanism. Despite the26

significant impact of plasticity on the fault response, the width of the plastically deforming27

region in the fault zone is small compared to the fault length. Our results suggest a rich28

behavior in dynamically evolving fault zones and support the need for further high-resolution29

studies of the highly non-linear near-fault region.30

Plain Language Summary31

Why do some faults fail in large earthquakes while other faults generate smaller ones? In our32

computer simulation study, we explored how the strength of a strike-slip fault (where Earth’s33

crust plates slide past each other) affects earthquake patterns. We discovered that weaker fault34

zones, which can stretch or squeeze more, often have more complex and unpredictable earthquake35

patterns, including irregular timings and smaller, clustered earthquakes. In contrast, stronger36

fault zones tend to have regular, larger earthquakes. Interestingly, in weaker fault zones, the37

geometry of the fault surface can change over time and become rougher in response to the38
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deformability of the surrounding rocks, suggesting a roughening of the fault surface. Although39

these changes significantly influence earthquake patterns, they occur in a relatively small region40

surrounding fault surfaces highlighting the need for expanding instrumentation closer to active41

faults. These findings are useful for contextualizing observed seismicity patterns and are relevant42

for seismic hazard studies.43

1 Introduction44

Geological observations of fault zones highlight a region of pervasive damage that surrounds45

the principal slip surfaces [1–7]. A typical strike slip fault zone may have one or more fault46

cores with damage features at varying length scales from fine scale distributed damage to more47

discrete anistropic secondary faults. In general, the distribution and intensity of damage decays48

away from the main fault, leading to a gradual transition from a damaged zone to intact host49

rock [2, 8]. Extensive studies on damaged fault zones reveal substantial differences between50

the mechanical properties of the inner fault zone core compared to the host rock material[9,51

10]. This variation in fault zone properties was found to influence many rupture characteristics52

including rupture directivity [11], rupture speed , high frequency generation [12], maximum53

event magnitude[13], radiation patterns [14–18] and surface deformation [19].54

Fault zone damage may accumulate both seismically and aseismically [1, 2, 20, 21] and is55

generally enhanced in the presence of geometrical complexity [22–30]. Prior studies suggest that56

regardless of the damage generation mechanism, the scale of damage evolution varies based on57

the maturity of the fault core [31]. Specifically, fault zone damage scales with fault slip up a58

certain threshold above which the fault zone width growth is minimal [8, 32]. Furthermore, the59

damage density decreases exponentially or as a power law with distance normal to the fault60

surface [8, 26, 33].61

Fault zone damage has been studied extensively using dynamic rupture simulations [34–36]62

using different idealizations including plasticity theories and continuum damage mechanics as63

well as the limiting case of an elastic low velocity fault zone. Among the major conclusions64

of these studies are that the damage region contributes to a heterogeneous local stress field on65

the fault, acts as an energy sink increasing the total energy dissipated during dynamic rupture,66

and leads to generation of trapped waves that may enhance high frequency generation and67

influence the rupture mode. While, dynamic rupture simulations provide significant insight68

into the accumulation and effects of damage during earthquake rupture. Field observation69

indicates that damage accumulation on larger faults is associated with overprinting from multiple70

slip events rather than a single dynamic event. To this point, earthquake cycle simulations71

that are capable of modeling sequences of earthquakes are a prime candidate for the study of72

evolving damage profiles on a fault zone. However, due to the numerical complexity of modeling73

multiple earthquakes over different spatial and temporal scales, only a handful of earthquake74

cycle studies investigated the effect of the bulk material response, beyond elasticity [21, 30,75

37–39]. In anti-plane approximation, [38] utilized a combined finite element spectral boundary76

integral scheme (FEBE) to investigate the effects of the bulk yield strength on the overall77

sequence of the earthquake and asesismic slip and the evolution of inelastic strain. In that study,78

they demonstrated that the partitioning between off-fault deformations and fault slip could lead79

to a complex sequence of seismicity. However, within that study, the role of pressure-dependent80

rock strength was neglected. Recently, Abdelmeguid and Elbanna demonstrated, in the context81

of 2D plane-strain approximation, that there is a feedback mechanism between the evolution82

of plastic strain in the bulk and mean stress which in turn influences the pressure-dependent83

yield strength and subsequent generation of plastic strain [21]. Accordingly, it still remains to84

be investigated whether the spatio-temporal clustering observed in the anti-plane model would85

persist in the context of in-plane deformations, and what role the feedback between mean stress86

and inelastic strain accumulation plays in fault zone maturity.87
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In this paper, we focus on aspects related to the co-evolution of seismicity and off-fault88

viscoplastic bulk rheology. We consider the 2D plane-strain approximation as a minimal model89

that enables us to study the role of pressure-dependent plasticity. We use a hybrid finite element90

spectral boundary integral framework, FEBE, which accounts for the full inertia effect during91

the seismic phase and enables accurate near field truncation of the wave field. We study the92

evolution of the sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip for different choices of bulk strength93

and implications for event size distribution, partitioning of deformation, stress heterogeneity,94

and fault surface evolution. We outline the setup of the model and summarize the main results95

in the next section96

2 Model Description97

We consider a planar horizontal fault, with a right-lateral sense of motion, the frictional be-98

havior is governed by rate-and-state friction under a 2D plane strain approximation. The fault99

is bisecting an unbounded elastic-visco-plastic domain with homogeneous elastic properties as100

shown in Figure A1a. The fault consists of a central velocity weakening patch surrounded by two101

velocity strengthening patches and is being loaded from both ends by a constant plate loading102

rate as shown in Figure A1b. The initial prestress σo
ij shown in Figure A1b is assumed to be103

uniform.104

The bulk is initially assumed to be linear elastic. We use pressure-dependent Drucker-Prager105

(DP) plasticity to describe the inelastic bulk response beyond the onset of yielding. The DP106

yield surface is parameterized by two parameters: the angle of internal friction ϕ and cohesion107

c. We assume a non-associative flow rule and Perzyna type viscous regularization. We vary the108

value of the cohesion parameter c to explore the effect of fault zone strength on the evolution of109

seismicity and near fault stresses and deformations. We implement normal stress regularization110

on the fault surface following Prakash-Clifton law that ensures the fault local frictional strength111

is a function of the history of the normal stress on the fault and eliminates any spurious unstable112

modes that may emerge due to rapid variations in the instantaneous value of the normal stress113

[40–42].114

We use the FEBE framework presented in [21, 43] to explore the co-interplay between local-115

ized fault slip and distributed bulk inelastic deformations through long sequences of earthquakes116

and aseismic slip (SEAS). FEBE is a hybrid finite element spectral boundary integral scheme.117

Spatially, FEBE adopts a domain decomposition approach where the near fault region that in-118

cludes the potentially nonlinear material response is discretized using the finite element method.119

The exterior half spaces beyond the near fault region are assumed to be linear elastic and ho-120

mogeneous and are thus described by a spectral boundary integral formulation. The fault zone121

and the exterior half spaces are coupled through the enforcement of continuity of traction and122

displacement at their interfaces. The local nature of near-fault nonlinearities ensures that the123

width of the discretized region Ws (shown in Figure A1b) is usually much smaller than the total124

domain length LT . The FEM domain size is selected such that the discretized domain contains125

all the off-fault plasticity. For planar faults previous studies on dynamic fracture with off-fault126

plasticity suggest that the extent of the plastic zone is proportional to the process zone size, this127

estimate guides our initial choice of Ws [34, 44].128

Temproally, FEBE implements an alternating quasi-dynamic scheme, to resolve interseismic129

slow deformation while neglecting inertia effects, and a fully dynamic scheme, to resolve rapid130

seismic periods while accounting for fully inertia effects. The switch between the two schemes is131

determined by a velocity threshold. More details about the numerical algorithm may be found132

in Abdelmeguid and Elbanna 2022 [21]. The values of the different parameters used in the model133

are summarized in Table A1134
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3 Results135

3.1 Spatial and Temporal Complexity136

Figure 1a-d shows the temporal evolution, measured in simulation time steps, of the slip rate137

along the fault surface during the earthquake cycle for four different cases with decreasing138

cohesion. As discussed earlier, cohesion contributed to bulk strength. The lower the bulk139

cohesion, the more prone to yielding the fault zone becomes. We observe that as bulk strength140

decreases, spatio-temporal complexity of the earthquake sequence emerges. This is evident141

in the transition from periodic events with slight variation in the nucleation characteristics,142

at c = 35 MPa, to intermittent earthquake with strong rupture segmentation and temporal143

clustering, for c = 22 MPa. Similar to observations in the antiplane deformations [38] plasticity144

accumulation around the rupture tip may result in the pinning of the rupture which in turn145

leads to local rupture arrest and spatial segmentation of coseismic slip. For all four cases146

shown here, the pattern of seismicity varies. We show that based on the choice of cohesion147

the ensuing seismic cycle can include partial ruptures, slow events, and intermittent episodes of148

earthquakes. This complexity is a direct consequence of the competition between on-fault and149

off-fault deformations.150

In the case of c = 35 MPa, most of the events within the sequence are periodic and through-151

going with shifts in the nucleation site. In the cases of c = 30 MPa, and c = 26 MPa the sequence152

of events are quasi-complex. For the case of c = 30 MPa, seimcity converges to a sequence of153

doublets: a partial rupture followed by a through-going rupture and this combination keeps154

repeating. For the case of c = 26 MPa, the spatio-temporal complexity increases. However,155

the complex pattern appears to approximately repeat itself over longer time scales. The end156

member case with c = 22 MPa shows no distinguishable pattern and no diminished complexity157

with time.158

To demonstrate the temporal complexity induced by plastic strain accumulation in Figure159

1e we compare the time history of the peak slip rate for the two cases of c = 35 MPa and160

c = 22 MPa. We observe significant differences between the two cases in terms of the inter-event161

time, peak slip rates, and the emergence of foreshocks and aftershocks. Figure 1f focuses on the162

seismic activity leading up to a number of mainshocks (marked by the stars) in the case of c = 22163

MPa. Here, we define the mainshock as an event with peak slip rate exceeding 0.1 m/s. We164

observe that the slip rate on the fault surface doesn’t not change gradually, but rather through165

a burst of microseismicity leading up to the mainshock. This temporal complexity results from166

plasticity accumulation and stress redistribution which controls the growth and arrest of these167

transients. Zoomed-in panels in Figure 1f expand on this observation and by focusing on the few168

seconds to minutes around the time of occurrence of the main shock. What appears as a single169

spike in Figure 1e on the scale of years is indeed a complex sequence of clustered seismic activity170

with intermittent episodes of earthquakes characterized by closely spaced bursts of accelerated171

motion associated with spontaneous nucleation and arrest of the rupture front multiple times.172

To further quantify the effect of plastic strain accumulation on seismicity pattern, we analyze173

the variability in some of the statistical characteristics of the seismic sequence with variations174

in the bulk strength. For example, Figure 1g-j shows the distribution of recurrence interval175

for each of the four values of the cohesion parameter investigated here. We observe that the176

choice of bulk strength has significant implications on the clustering of seismicity. At higher177

cohesion, the events are periodic in time with uniform interevent time ( year). As the yield178

stress decrease, we observe a shift in the recurrence interval toward interevent times that are179

orders of magnitude smaller. Eventually, the recurrence interval distribution as shown in Figure180

1j transitions to an almost bimodal distribution with a heavy tail that spans time scales from181

seconds to days. This transition is characteristic of the emergence of seismic swarms.182
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Figure 1: Sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip on a 2D in-plane rate-and-
state fault. (a-d) slip rate evolution with viscoplastic rheology illustrating increasing seismic
complexity from periodic cycles to aperiodic sequence with segmented and partial ruptures as
cohesion is reduced. (e) time history of the peak slip rate comparing c = 35 MPa with c = 22
MPa showing emergence of foreshocks and overall changes in recurrance pattern. (f) Time
history panels showing foreshock patterns prior to mainshocks for several events highlighted
by a yellow star in panel e. The zoomed in panels show individual event complexity. (g-j)
Frequency distribution of interevent times highlighting the clustering behavior with reduction
in bulk strength.
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Figure 2: (a-c) The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain for three different
cases of bulk cohesion c = 30, 26, and 22 MPa at the end of the simulation showing varying
patterns of accumulation based on the choice of bulk strength. (d-f) The mean stress distribution
within the fault zone at the end of the earthquake cycle illustrating different evolution patterns
based on the accumulated plasticity and seismic compleixty. (g-i) The fault surface profile
without the rotational component at the end of the cycle showing the emergence of short wave
length fluctuations associated with fault zone structure evolution. (j-l) Associated changes in
the normal stress on the fault demonstrating variations despite the planarity of the fault.

3.2 Evolution of Stress and Fault Structure183

Simulations of single earthquakes demonstrate that the accumulation of plastic strain follows184

a specific pattern that is dictated by the choice of the angle of maximum compressive stress185

[44]. For the choices of Ψ = 45◦ the expected pattern of co-seismic plasticity is a fan-like186

distribution within the extensional quadrant of the bulk, defined by the sense of motion of187

the rupture front. In our analysis of sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip, we instead188

observe a deviation from this expected pattern. Figure 2a-c show that at the end of the seismic189

sequence, the inelastic strain distribution is more broadly distributed in the near-fault region and190

accumulates on both sides of the fault. As discussed in [45], in addition, to rupture directivity,191

the accumulation of plastic strain in SEAS models is dictated by two other mechanisms. First,192

aseismic deformations induce changes in the mean stress field σm which influence the yield193

surface and create regions with lower mean stress that could favor plastic strain accumulation194

in subsequent dynamic ruptures. Also aseismic deformations may generate their own plasticity195

if the quasi-static stress concentration associated with the creeping fronts become large enough.196

Second, plastic strain accumulation causes residual mean stress changes. Specifically, mean stress197

becomes more compressive in regions where plasticity accumulates on the extensional side [44].198

However, changes in mean stress alters the yield strength which in turn impacts the potential for199

subsequent plastic strain accumulation. As a result, there is a correlation between plastic strain200

distribution and mean stress evolution. Furthermore, the mean stress field evolves, throughout201

the cycle, into a strongly heterogeneous distribution with alternating pockets of tensile and202

compressive perturbations relative to the initial mean stress value as shown in Figure 2d-f.203

The magnitude, extent, and spatial distribution of the plastic strain depend on the fault zone204

strength as shown in 2a-c. As cohesion decreases, the width of the plastic zone increases and205

the magnitude of plastic strain becomes higher. This also correlates with larger variations in the206

mean stress that extend over larger distances away from the fault as shown in 2a-c. Importantly,207
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though, we observe that the width of the plastic zone in all cases is substantially smaller than the208

overall fault length and is on the order of a fraction of the nucleation zone size with a maximum209

extent of 0.2Lnuc for c = 22 MPa, which is approximately 3% of the total fault length. It is210

also important to note that the region with the most extensive plasticity accumulation is even211

smaller. This suggests that the implications of near fault plasticity on seismicity and stress212

evolution is significant despite the limited spatial extent and motivates further high resolution213

studies in the extreme vicinity of fault surfaces to characterize such inelastic processes.214

Figure 2g-i illustrates the fault profile at the end of the simulation corresponding to different215

values of bulk cohesion. The fault profile is given by the magnitude of the transverse displace-216

ment uy computed at the fault surface y = 0. For a homogeneous linear elastic medium, one217

expects a planar fault undergoing shear rupture to only rotate but remain primarily planar. The218

inelastic bulk rheology, however, leads to the emergence of partial ruptures due to the abrupt219

pinning of ruptures as well as stress heterogeneity. This results in the development of short220

wavelength undulations in the fault profile as shown in Figure 2g-i. To capture the variation221

in fault geometry in Figures 2g-i we only show the fault profile relative to overall fault rota-222

tion uRy . The fault rotation is computed by linearly fitting a displacement profile between the223

displacement at the right and the left ends of the VW patch of the fault. The magnitude and224

distribution of the undulations, referenced above, vary based on the choice of cohesion. Specifi-225

cally, we observe that for lower bulk strength, the undulations are more pronounced. They have226

larger amplitudes and vary over shorter wavelengths. On the other hand, for higher cohesion227

(e.g. c = 30 MPa), the fault profile, corrected for global rotation, remains almost falt. The228

undulations evolve throughout the cycle and contribute to the evolution of stress fields within229

in the near-fault region. The magnitude of these undulations is comparable to field observa-230

tions[46]. This suggests that bulk plasticity, and possibly other inelastic processes, may provide231

a self-roughening mechanism for faults, that has been largely understudied, even in the absence232

of initial roughness. Indeed, the role of pre-existing fault roughness has been previously high-233

lighted in the development of earthquake cycle and stress heterogeneity [47]. While we have not234

explored the role of the fault surface evolution on the slip dynamics explicitly, which requires235

solving the governing equations in the updated geometric configuration at each time step, the236

observed dynamic self-roughening mechanism is expected to contribute to the complexity of the237

seismic cycle, and dynamic rupture propagation [30, 34, 47, 48]. This observation suggests it238

might be important to consider the role of geometric nonlinearity (i.e adapting geometries) in239

models of sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip.240

Tied to the evolution of the fault surface profile, Figure 2j-l shows the end results of a241

corresponding evolution in the regularized normal stress ξ along the fault surface. The spatial242

variation in the normal stress is attributed to the combined effect of the emergence of short243

wavelength undulations and the nonuniform accumulation of plastic strain that cause different244

sides of the fault to deform differently in the fault normal direction. Although the fault surface is245

assumed to be initially planar, the normal stress heterogeneity emerge spontaneously and evolve246

throughout the sequence of events. However, the characteristics of this heterogeneity depend on247

the bulk strength and the cohesion value. Specifically, lower bulk strength enables shorter wave248

length variation in the spatial distribution of the normal stress. The peak value of the normal249

stress, however, is similar for all three cases.250

To further understand the temporal evolution of fault zone plasticity based on the choice251

of bulk strength, Figure 3a-c illustrates the time history of the average plastic strain evolution252

in the near-fault region for three cases of decreasing cohesion c = 30, 26, and 22 MPa. As253

expected, the magnitude of the average equivalent plastic strain increase with decreasing bulk254

strength. Similarly, we observe that the plasticity accumulated during the aseismic portion of255

the earthquake cycle also increases with decreasing bulk strength. Initially, during the early256

stages of the cycle, aseismic accumulation occurs rapidly, and then increases slowly throughout257

the cycle. Furthermore, we observe that the partitioning of plastic strain between the coseismic258
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Figure 3: (a-b) Time history evolution of the average equivalent plastic strain within the off-
fault bulk for three cases of different cohesion. Shading indicate partitioning between aseismic
and coseismic plasticity. (d) The integrated equivalent plastic strain evolution with seismic
potency indicating that complexity is associated with more bias toward off-fault deformations.
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Figure 4: A specific snapshot for a cascading event presented for a case with cohesion c = 30
MPa. (a) The slip rate evolution for a viscoplastic 2-D fault illustrating cascading rupture prop-
agation.(b) The partitioning between off-fault deformation and fault slip during this particular
event sequence showing jerky rupture propagation in the form of individual events nucleation
and arrest. The blue lines highlight the slip rate profile along the fault. The yellow circle indicate
the location of rupture arrest, and the yellow start indicates the hypocenter of the renucleated
rupture.

and aseismic phases also varies based on the choice of cohesion. As the cohesion decreases, a259

larger portion of overall plasticity accumulation is being accounted for aseismically. Specifically,260

by the end of the simulation, almost 19% of the total plastic strain is accumulated aseismically261

for c = 30 MPa. This fraction increased to 30% for c = 22 MPa. The increased role of aseismic262

plasticity partially explain the increased complexity in the seismicity and stress at lower bulk263

strength.264

Finally, the partitioning of deformations between fault slip and off-fault plasticity plays a265

critical role in modulating the co-evolution of seismicity and fault zones. To highlight this, 3d266

shows the evolution of the integrated equivalent plastic strain within the near-fault region with267

fault slip expressed in terms of potency. There are two key observations: (1) the ratio between268

the integrated equivalent plastic strain and potency increases as the cohesion, and hence bulk269

strength, decreases, and (2) jumps associated with the increase in equivalent plastic strain are270

associated with minimal changes in potency. The first observation implies that complexity271

is proportional to the accumulation of plastic strain, with complexity being associated with272

more inelastic deformation delocalizing into the bulk. However, even for c = 22 MPa, the273

integrated equivalent plastic strain remain of the order of 1% of the seismic potency. The274

second observation suggests that there are periods during which it is more favorable for the275

deformation to be accommodated as bulk plastcity rather than fault slip. This, for example,276

may correspond to episodes of failed nucleation or arrested partial ruptures. In other words,277

these periods correspond to aseismic phases or episodes of transient slip deficit.278

3.3 Cascading Earthquakes279

Within our earthquake sequence with off-fault plasticity we observe the emergence of cascad-280

ing earthquakes. These earthquakes just rupture, individually, a segment of the fault before281

arresting due to off-fault deformations. Nevertheless, due to a combination of (1) the favorable282

stress state and (2) the continuous creeping that concentrates the stress ahead of the pinned283
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rupture, subsequent earthquakes persistently nucleate along various segments of the fault in a284

brief timeframe, leading up to the eventual activation of the entire fault. Figure 4a shows the285

a cascading event sequence that occur for the case with cohesion c = 30 MPa. We observe286

the complexity of the earthquake sequence described above. Initially the rupture nucleates on287

the right side of the fault x/Lnuc = 2.5, the rupture propagate bilaterally prior to arresting288

due to inelastic strain accumulation. Eventually the stress concentration ahead of the pinned289

rupture tip is sufficient to trigger another rupture, which initiates ahead of the arrested event290

and rupture a new segment of the fault. This pattern keeps repeating with the triggering of291

event 3, and 4. Event 4 eventually rupture the whole seismogenic zone.292

Figure 4c shows the rupture propagation as well as the pattern of plasticity accumulation293

within the bulk at different time steps within the cascading sequence of events. In panel (i-ii) We294

observe the onset of rupture arrest marked by the yellow circle accompanied by a substantial295

accumulation of off-fault plasticity. Within the same panel we highlight the location where296

the subsequent event will be triggered by a yellow star. The subsequent event is triggered297

ahead of the previously arrested panel as shown in panel (iii). In the intermediate panels (iii-v)298

the rupture proceeds to propagate prior to arresting in panel (vi) due to the accumulation of299

substantial inelastic strains. This pattern repeats again for the new ruptures that nucleates in300

panel (viii), and panel (xi).301

This observed behavior is qualitatively similar to what has been observed in the quasi-static302

mode I fracture of elastic, perfectly plastic material in the plane strain configuration using the303

phase field approach[49]. Phase field models revealed that a plastic zone dulls the tip of a notch304

or crack, thereby impeding the initiation and spreading of the crack. When subjected to an305

adequate load, the crack initiates or unpins, but this occurs with a finite jump. As a result,306

the propagation is sporadic or abrupt, resulting in a rough surface. This jerky motion seems to307

persist for mode II dynamic fractures as observed here in our simulations suggesting a universal308

signature in elasto-plastic fracture phenomena.309

4 Discussion310

Our results indicate the accumulation of aseismic and coseismic off-fault deformation within the311

fault zone interact strongly with slip accumulation on the fault surface resulting in variations in312

the seismicity and stress patterns. In this work, we show that changing the bulk strength alters313

the earthquake sequence to produce complex slip patterns that depend on the extent of plastic314

strain accumulation. Based on the choice of bulk strength the fault surface exhibit a plethora of315

complex behavior such as partial ruptures, slow events, and intermittent episodes of earthquakes.316

The spatiotemporal complexity observed in our models is not tied to the particular choice of317

fault size[50], geometry[47] or heterogeneous distribution of frictional parameters. Rather, this318

complexity is attributed to the partitioning of deformation between fault slip and inelastic319

deformation in the bulk.320

We have shown that plasticity accumulation produces persistent changes to the background321

stress field that influence the long term fault zone evolution and leads to emergence of regions322

of alternating compressive and tensile perturbations in the mean stress. Furthermore, our simu-323

lations highlight the role of bulk plasticity in the evolution of fault roughness and consequently324

short wavelength variations in the fault normal stress. These observations are consistent with325

recent experimental findings demonstrating that the sudden slip transition (in this particular326

case: the pinning of rupture tip) may produce substantial off-fault deformations and alter the327

fault surface in the fault normal direction [19].328

Furthermore, we observe that the accumulation of off-fault inelastic deformations can lead to329

cascading sequence of events. This is due to accumulation of plastic zone which dulls the tip of330

the rupture front, thereby impeding the initiation and spreading of the rupture. Subjected to an331

sufficient load the rupture renucleate, however, with a finite jump. Consequently, the rupture332
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propagation becomes jerky, and within a short period of time (shorter than the recurrence333

interval) several segments of the fault rupture independently. We note here that in the presence334

of inelastic deformations we don’t require any particular scaling of the fracture energy. Smaller335

events are a direct consequence of more plastic dissipation and prior slip history, which eliminate336

the need for fracture energy scaling (Gabriel et al., 2023) to achieve cascading events [51].337

Furthermore, this study shows cascading events on a single fault that undergoes geometrical338

and stress state evolution due to off-fault plasticity over seismic cycles. This observation of339

cascading events is different from other cascading mechanisms involving elastic stress transfer340

in fault segments or a network of faults [52–54].341

We note that we have not studied very low cohesion values due to numerical instabilities342

that emerge with the plasticity accumulation during the aseismic phases of the cycle prior to any343

coseismic activity. However, recent work by Mia et al 2023, for antiplane deformations reveals344

that as the rock strength is further reduced, the fault transitions into slow slip and seismicity345

eventually shut off[39]. This limit remains to be studied in the in-plane case where aseismic346

deformations can introduce mean stress perturbations and shift the yield envelope.347

The main conclusions are summarized as follows:348

1. Incorporating off-fault plasticity enable a transition from simple periodic through-going349

events for higher bulk strength to chaotic sequences that exhibit temporal clustering and350

spatial segmentation in the limit of lower bulk strength.351

2. Accumulation of off-fault plasticity and emergence of partial ruptures lead to the evolution352

of spatially heterogeneous normal stress field on the fault surface with short wavelength353

variations, as well as, non-planar fault surface profile. For lower bulk strength, the fault354

surface develop shorter wavelength undulations.355

3. The overall plastic strain increases with decreasing bulk strength. The fraction of plastic356

strain accumulated aseismically also increases with decreasing bulk strength.357

4. The ratio between integrated plastic strain and potency increases with decreasing bulk358

strength suggesting that a key mechanism for complex evolution of seismicity and stress359

in fault zones lies in delocalizing of deformations. Lower bulk strength facilitates this360

delocalization.361

5. The extent of the fault zone that is plastically deforming remains very small compared to362

the overall fault length. The ratio between the integrated plastic strain and potency is363

also below 1% even for the lowest cohesion value considered in this study. Nonetheless,364

the impact of bulk plasticity on seismicity and stresses is significant. This suggests the365

need for further high resolution studies to characterize the complex near-fault response.366

6. Off-fault plasticity present a possible mechanism for generating cascading earthquakes367

without the need for fracture energy scaling. Cascading earthquakes and temporal cluster-368

ing of earthquakes have been recently observed during the 2023 Herat earthquake sequence369

[55]370
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Appendix A Model Setup569

Figure A1: Schematic of the model considered in this paper (a) The computational
setup for the hybrid FE-SBI scheme. A domain Ω adjacent to the fault surface is discretized
using the finite element method. The spectral boundary integral method is utilized to model the
external linearly elastic half spaces without explicit discretization. The response on the virtual
boundaries parallel to the fault surface is expressed through an integral relation between the
displacement and traction. Periodicity is imposed on the lateral boundaries of the domain. (b)
The distribution of the fault frictional parameters and background tectonic stress field.
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Table A1: Parameters description
Medium Parameter Symbol Value

Shear wave speed (km/s) cs 3.5
Pressure wave speed (km/s) cp 6.0
Density (kg/m3) ρ 2670.0
Length of the domain (m) LT 150
Distance between two virtual boundaries (m) Ws varies
Angle of Internal Friction ϕ 31.6◦

Cohesion MPa c varies
Angle of Maximum Compressive principal stress Ψ 45◦

Viscosity term (MPa-s) η 0.32

Background Stress Symbol Value

Background Vertical Stress MPa σyy 120
Background Horizontal Stress MPa σxx 120
Background Shear Stress MPa σxy 59.1

Fault Parameters Symbol Value

Static Coefficient of friction fo 0.6
Critical slip distance (µm) L 50
Reference velocity (m/s) Vo 10−6

Tectonic loading (m/s) Vpl 10−9

Length of VW patch (m) LVW 50
Length of transition (m) LVW−V S 5
Length of the fault (m) Lf 90
Evolution effect parameter b 0.015
Steady state velocity dependence in VW patch (aVW − b) -0.005
Steady state velocity dependence in VS patch (aV S − b) 0.015
Nucleation size (m) Lnuc 6.96
Quasi-static process zone size (m) Lb 1.2
Grid size (m) △x 0.1
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Key Points:13

• Partitioning of deformation between bulk and fault contribute to seismic complexity.14

• Seismic complexity and accumulation of plastic strain induce normal stress perturbations15

on the fault.16

• Off-fault inelastic deformation result in cascading earthquake.17

Abstract18

We numerically investigate the role of plastic strain accumulation on the mechanical re-19

sponse of a planar strike-slip fault. Our models show that fault-zone strength significantly20

impact the ensuing sequence of earthquakes. Weaker fault zones accumulating more plas-21

tic strain promote more complexity in the seismicity pattern through aperiodic earthquake22

occurrences and intermittent episodes of rupture and arrest. However, if the fault zone23

strength is high enough, the overall earthquake sequence is characterized by periodic fault-24

spanning events. We find that both the fault normal stress and the fault surface profile evolve25

throughout the earthquake sequence, suggesting a self-roughening mechanism. Despite the26

significant impact of plasticity on the fault response, the width of the plastically deforming27

region in the fault zone is small compared to the fault length. Our results suggest a rich28

behavior in dynamically evolving fault zones and support the need for further high-resolution29

studies of the highly non-linear near-fault region.30

Plain Language Summary31

Why do some faults fail in large earthquakes while other faults generate smaller ones? In our32

computer simulation study, we explored how the strength of a strike-slip fault (where Earth’s33

crust plates slide past each other) affects earthquake patterns. We discovered that weaker fault34

zones, which can stretch or squeeze more, often have more complex and unpredictable earthquake35

patterns, including irregular timings and smaller, clustered earthquakes. In contrast, stronger36

fault zones tend to have regular, larger earthquakes. Interestingly, in weaker fault zones, the37

geometry of the fault surface can change over time and become rougher in response to the38
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deformability of the surrounding rocks, suggesting a roughening of the fault surface. Although39

these changes significantly influence earthquake patterns, they occur in a relatively small region40

surrounding fault surfaces highlighting the need for expanding instrumentation closer to active41

faults. These findings are useful for contextualizing observed seismicity patterns and are relevant42

for seismic hazard studies.43

1 Introduction44

Geological observations of fault zones highlight a region of pervasive damage that surrounds45

the principal slip surfaces [1–7]. A typical strike slip fault zone may have one or more fault46

cores with damage features at varying length scales from fine scale distributed damage to more47

discrete anistropic secondary faults. In general, the distribution and intensity of damage decays48

away from the main fault, leading to a gradual transition from a damaged zone to intact host49

rock [2, 8]. Extensive studies on damaged fault zones reveal substantial differences between50

the mechanical properties of the inner fault zone core compared to the host rock material[9,51

10]. This variation in fault zone properties was found to influence many rupture characteristics52

including rupture directivity [11], rupture speed , high frequency generation [12], maximum53

event magnitude[13], radiation patterns [14–18] and surface deformation [19].54

Fault zone damage may accumulate both seismically and aseismically [1, 2, 20, 21] and is55

generally enhanced in the presence of geometrical complexity [22–30]. Prior studies suggest that56

regardless of the damage generation mechanism, the scale of damage evolution varies based on57

the maturity of the fault core [31]. Specifically, fault zone damage scales with fault slip up a58

certain threshold above which the fault zone width growth is minimal [8, 32]. Furthermore, the59

damage density decreases exponentially or as a power law with distance normal to the fault60

surface [8, 26, 33].61

Fault zone damage has been studied extensively using dynamic rupture simulations [34–36]62

using different idealizations including plasticity theories and continuum damage mechanics as63

well as the limiting case of an elastic low velocity fault zone. Among the major conclusions64

of these studies are that the damage region contributes to a heterogeneous local stress field on65

the fault, acts as an energy sink increasing the total energy dissipated during dynamic rupture,66

and leads to generation of trapped waves that may enhance high frequency generation and67

influence the rupture mode. While, dynamic rupture simulations provide significant insight68

into the accumulation and effects of damage during earthquake rupture. Field observation69

indicates that damage accumulation on larger faults is associated with overprinting from multiple70

slip events rather than a single dynamic event. To this point, earthquake cycle simulations71

that are capable of modeling sequences of earthquakes are a prime candidate for the study of72

evolving damage profiles on a fault zone. However, due to the numerical complexity of modeling73

multiple earthquakes over different spatial and temporal scales, only a handful of earthquake74

cycle studies investigated the effect of the bulk material response, beyond elasticity [21, 30,75

37–39]. In anti-plane approximation, [38] utilized a combined finite element spectral boundary76

integral scheme (FEBE) to investigate the effects of the bulk yield strength on the overall77

sequence of the earthquake and asesismic slip and the evolution of inelastic strain. In that study,78

they demonstrated that the partitioning between off-fault deformations and fault slip could lead79

to a complex sequence of seismicity. However, within that study, the role of pressure-dependent80

rock strength was neglected. Recently, Abdelmeguid and Elbanna demonstrated, in the context81

of 2D plane-strain approximation, that there is a feedback mechanism between the evolution82

of plastic strain in the bulk and mean stress which in turn influences the pressure-dependent83

yield strength and subsequent generation of plastic strain [21]. Accordingly, it still remains to84

be investigated whether the spatio-temporal clustering observed in the anti-plane model would85

persist in the context of in-plane deformations, and what role the feedback between mean stress86

and inelastic strain accumulation plays in fault zone maturity.87
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In this paper, we focus on aspects related to the co-evolution of seismicity and off-fault88

viscoplastic bulk rheology. We consider the 2D plane-strain approximation as a minimal model89

that enables us to study the role of pressure-dependent plasticity. We use a hybrid finite element90

spectral boundary integral framework, FEBE, which accounts for the full inertia effect during91

the seismic phase and enables accurate near field truncation of the wave field. We study the92

evolution of the sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip for different choices of bulk strength93

and implications for event size distribution, partitioning of deformation, stress heterogeneity,94

and fault surface evolution. We outline the setup of the model and summarize the main results95

in the next section96

2 Model Description97

We consider a planar horizontal fault, with a right-lateral sense of motion, the frictional be-98

havior is governed by rate-and-state friction under a 2D plane strain approximation. The fault99

is bisecting an unbounded elastic-visco-plastic domain with homogeneous elastic properties as100

shown in Figure A1a. The fault consists of a central velocity weakening patch surrounded by two101

velocity strengthening patches and is being loaded from both ends by a constant plate loading102

rate as shown in Figure A1b. The initial prestress σo
ij shown in Figure A1b is assumed to be103

uniform.104

The bulk is initially assumed to be linear elastic. We use pressure-dependent Drucker-Prager105

(DP) plasticity to describe the inelastic bulk response beyond the onset of yielding. The DP106

yield surface is parameterized by two parameters: the angle of internal friction ϕ and cohesion107

c. We assume a non-associative flow rule and Perzyna type viscous regularization. We vary the108

value of the cohesion parameter c to explore the effect of fault zone strength on the evolution of109

seismicity and near fault stresses and deformations. We implement normal stress regularization110

on the fault surface following Prakash-Clifton law that ensures the fault local frictional strength111

is a function of the history of the normal stress on the fault and eliminates any spurious unstable112

modes that may emerge due to rapid variations in the instantaneous value of the normal stress113

[40–42].114

We use the FEBE framework presented in [21, 43] to explore the co-interplay between local-115

ized fault slip and distributed bulk inelastic deformations through long sequences of earthquakes116

and aseismic slip (SEAS). FEBE is a hybrid finite element spectral boundary integral scheme.117

Spatially, FEBE adopts a domain decomposition approach where the near fault region that in-118

cludes the potentially nonlinear material response is discretized using the finite element method.119

The exterior half spaces beyond the near fault region are assumed to be linear elastic and ho-120

mogeneous and are thus described by a spectral boundary integral formulation. The fault zone121

and the exterior half spaces are coupled through the enforcement of continuity of traction and122

displacement at their interfaces. The local nature of near-fault nonlinearities ensures that the123

width of the discretized region Ws (shown in Figure A1b) is usually much smaller than the total124

domain length LT . The FEM domain size is selected such that the discretized domain contains125

all the off-fault plasticity. For planar faults previous studies on dynamic fracture with off-fault126

plasticity suggest that the extent of the plastic zone is proportional to the process zone size, this127

estimate guides our initial choice of Ws [34, 44].128

Temproally, FEBE implements an alternating quasi-dynamic scheme, to resolve interseismic129

slow deformation while neglecting inertia effects, and a fully dynamic scheme, to resolve rapid130

seismic periods while accounting for fully inertia effects. The switch between the two schemes is131

determined by a velocity threshold. More details about the numerical algorithm may be found132

in Abdelmeguid and Elbanna 2022 [21]. The values of the different parameters used in the model133

are summarized in Table A1134
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3 Results135

3.1 Spatial and Temporal Complexity136

Figure 1a-d shows the temporal evolution, measured in simulation time steps, of the slip rate137

along the fault surface during the earthquake cycle for four different cases with decreasing138

cohesion. As discussed earlier, cohesion contributed to bulk strength. The lower the bulk139

cohesion, the more prone to yielding the fault zone becomes. We observe that as bulk strength140

decreases, spatio-temporal complexity of the earthquake sequence emerges. This is evident141

in the transition from periodic events with slight variation in the nucleation characteristics,142

at c = 35 MPa, to intermittent earthquake with strong rupture segmentation and temporal143

clustering, for c = 22 MPa. Similar to observations in the antiplane deformations [38] plasticity144

accumulation around the rupture tip may result in the pinning of the rupture which in turn145

leads to local rupture arrest and spatial segmentation of coseismic slip. For all four cases146

shown here, the pattern of seismicity varies. We show that based on the choice of cohesion147

the ensuing seismic cycle can include partial ruptures, slow events, and intermittent episodes of148

earthquakes. This complexity is a direct consequence of the competition between on-fault and149

off-fault deformations.150

In the case of c = 35 MPa, most of the events within the sequence are periodic and through-151

going with shifts in the nucleation site. In the cases of c = 30 MPa, and c = 26 MPa the sequence152

of events are quasi-complex. For the case of c = 30 MPa, seimcity converges to a sequence of153

doublets: a partial rupture followed by a through-going rupture and this combination keeps154

repeating. For the case of c = 26 MPa, the spatio-temporal complexity increases. However,155

the complex pattern appears to approximately repeat itself over longer time scales. The end156

member case with c = 22 MPa shows no distinguishable pattern and no diminished complexity157

with time.158

To demonstrate the temporal complexity induced by plastic strain accumulation in Figure159

1e we compare the time history of the peak slip rate for the two cases of c = 35 MPa and160

c = 22 MPa. We observe significant differences between the two cases in terms of the inter-event161

time, peak slip rates, and the emergence of foreshocks and aftershocks. Figure 1f focuses on the162

seismic activity leading up to a number of mainshocks (marked by the stars) in the case of c = 22163

MPa. Here, we define the mainshock as an event with peak slip rate exceeding 0.1 m/s. We164

observe that the slip rate on the fault surface doesn’t not change gradually, but rather through165

a burst of microseismicity leading up to the mainshock. This temporal complexity results from166

plasticity accumulation and stress redistribution which controls the growth and arrest of these167

transients. Zoomed-in panels in Figure 1f expand on this observation and by focusing on the few168

seconds to minutes around the time of occurrence of the main shock. What appears as a single169

spike in Figure 1e on the scale of years is indeed a complex sequence of clustered seismic activity170

with intermittent episodes of earthquakes characterized by closely spaced bursts of accelerated171

motion associated with spontaneous nucleation and arrest of the rupture front multiple times.172

To further quantify the effect of plastic strain accumulation on seismicity pattern, we analyze173

the variability in some of the statistical characteristics of the seismic sequence with variations174

in the bulk strength. For example, Figure 1g-j shows the distribution of recurrence interval175

for each of the four values of the cohesion parameter investigated here. We observe that the176

choice of bulk strength has significant implications on the clustering of seismicity. At higher177

cohesion, the events are periodic in time with uniform interevent time ( year). As the yield178

stress decrease, we observe a shift in the recurrence interval toward interevent times that are179

orders of magnitude smaller. Eventually, the recurrence interval distribution as shown in Figure180

1j transitions to an almost bimodal distribution with a heavy tail that spans time scales from181

seconds to days. This transition is characteristic of the emergence of seismic swarms.182
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Figure 1: Sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip on a 2D in-plane rate-and-
state fault. (a-d) slip rate evolution with viscoplastic rheology illustrating increasing seismic
complexity from periodic cycles to aperiodic sequence with segmented and partial ruptures as
cohesion is reduced. (e) time history of the peak slip rate comparing c = 35 MPa with c = 22
MPa showing emergence of foreshocks and overall changes in recurrance pattern. (f) Time
history panels showing foreshock patterns prior to mainshocks for several events highlighted
by a yellow star in panel e. The zoomed in panels show individual event complexity. (g-j)
Frequency distribution of interevent times highlighting the clustering behavior with reduction
in bulk strength.
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Figure 2: (a-c) The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain for three different
cases of bulk cohesion c = 30, 26, and 22 MPa at the end of the simulation showing varying
patterns of accumulation based on the choice of bulk strength. (d-f) The mean stress distribution
within the fault zone at the end of the earthquake cycle illustrating different evolution patterns
based on the accumulated plasticity and seismic compleixty. (g-i) The fault surface profile
without the rotational component at the end of the cycle showing the emergence of short wave
length fluctuations associated with fault zone structure evolution. (j-l) Associated changes in
the normal stress on the fault demonstrating variations despite the planarity of the fault.

3.2 Evolution of Stress and Fault Structure183

Simulations of single earthquakes demonstrate that the accumulation of plastic strain follows184

a specific pattern that is dictated by the choice of the angle of maximum compressive stress185

[44]. For the choices of Ψ = 45◦ the expected pattern of co-seismic plasticity is a fan-like186

distribution within the extensional quadrant of the bulk, defined by the sense of motion of187

the rupture front. In our analysis of sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip, we instead188

observe a deviation from this expected pattern. Figure 2a-c show that at the end of the seismic189

sequence, the inelastic strain distribution is more broadly distributed in the near-fault region and190

accumulates on both sides of the fault. As discussed in [45], in addition, to rupture directivity,191

the accumulation of plastic strain in SEAS models is dictated by two other mechanisms. First,192

aseismic deformations induce changes in the mean stress field σm which influence the yield193

surface and create regions with lower mean stress that could favor plastic strain accumulation194

in subsequent dynamic ruptures. Also aseismic deformations may generate their own plasticity195

if the quasi-static stress concentration associated with the creeping fronts become large enough.196

Second, plastic strain accumulation causes residual mean stress changes. Specifically, mean stress197

becomes more compressive in regions where plasticity accumulates on the extensional side [44].198

However, changes in mean stress alters the yield strength which in turn impacts the potential for199

subsequent plastic strain accumulation. As a result, there is a correlation between plastic strain200

distribution and mean stress evolution. Furthermore, the mean stress field evolves, throughout201

the cycle, into a strongly heterogeneous distribution with alternating pockets of tensile and202

compressive perturbations relative to the initial mean stress value as shown in Figure 2d-f.203

The magnitude, extent, and spatial distribution of the plastic strain depend on the fault zone204

strength as shown in 2a-c. As cohesion decreases, the width of the plastic zone increases and205

the magnitude of plastic strain becomes higher. This also correlates with larger variations in the206

mean stress that extend over larger distances away from the fault as shown in 2a-c. Importantly,207
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though, we observe that the width of the plastic zone in all cases is substantially smaller than the208

overall fault length and is on the order of a fraction of the nucleation zone size with a maximum209

extent of 0.2Lnuc for c = 22 MPa, which is approximately 3% of the total fault length. It is210

also important to note that the region with the most extensive plasticity accumulation is even211

smaller. This suggests that the implications of near fault plasticity on seismicity and stress212

evolution is significant despite the limited spatial extent and motivates further high resolution213

studies in the extreme vicinity of fault surfaces to characterize such inelastic processes.214

Figure 2g-i illustrates the fault profile at the end of the simulation corresponding to different215

values of bulk cohesion. The fault profile is given by the magnitude of the transverse displace-216

ment uy computed at the fault surface y = 0. For a homogeneous linear elastic medium, one217

expects a planar fault undergoing shear rupture to only rotate but remain primarily planar. The218

inelastic bulk rheology, however, leads to the emergence of partial ruptures due to the abrupt219

pinning of ruptures as well as stress heterogeneity. This results in the development of short220

wavelength undulations in the fault profile as shown in Figure 2g-i. To capture the variation221

in fault geometry in Figures 2g-i we only show the fault profile relative to overall fault rota-222

tion uRy . The fault rotation is computed by linearly fitting a displacement profile between the223

displacement at the right and the left ends of the VW patch of the fault. The magnitude and224

distribution of the undulations, referenced above, vary based on the choice of cohesion. Specifi-225

cally, we observe that for lower bulk strength, the undulations are more pronounced. They have226

larger amplitudes and vary over shorter wavelengths. On the other hand, for higher cohesion227

(e.g. c = 30 MPa), the fault profile, corrected for global rotation, remains almost falt. The228

undulations evolve throughout the cycle and contribute to the evolution of stress fields within229

in the near-fault region. The magnitude of these undulations is comparable to field observa-230

tions[46]. This suggests that bulk plasticity, and possibly other inelastic processes, may provide231

a self-roughening mechanism for faults, that has been largely understudied, even in the absence232

of initial roughness. Indeed, the role of pre-existing fault roughness has been previously high-233

lighted in the development of earthquake cycle and stress heterogeneity [47]. While we have not234

explored the role of the fault surface evolution on the slip dynamics explicitly, which requires235

solving the governing equations in the updated geometric configuration at each time step, the236

observed dynamic self-roughening mechanism is expected to contribute to the complexity of the237

seismic cycle, and dynamic rupture propagation [30, 34, 47, 48]. This observation suggests it238

might be important to consider the role of geometric nonlinearity (i.e adapting geometries) in239

models of sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip.240

Tied to the evolution of the fault surface profile, Figure 2j-l shows the end results of a241

corresponding evolution in the regularized normal stress ξ along the fault surface. The spatial242

variation in the normal stress is attributed to the combined effect of the emergence of short243

wavelength undulations and the nonuniform accumulation of plastic strain that cause different244

sides of the fault to deform differently in the fault normal direction. Although the fault surface is245

assumed to be initially planar, the normal stress heterogeneity emerge spontaneously and evolve246

throughout the sequence of events. However, the characteristics of this heterogeneity depend on247

the bulk strength and the cohesion value. Specifically, lower bulk strength enables shorter wave248

length variation in the spatial distribution of the normal stress. The peak value of the normal249

stress, however, is similar for all three cases.250

To further understand the temporal evolution of fault zone plasticity based on the choice251

of bulk strength, Figure 3a-c illustrates the time history of the average plastic strain evolution252

in the near-fault region for three cases of decreasing cohesion c = 30, 26, and 22 MPa. As253

expected, the magnitude of the average equivalent plastic strain increase with decreasing bulk254

strength. Similarly, we observe that the plasticity accumulated during the aseismic portion of255

the earthquake cycle also increases with decreasing bulk strength. Initially, during the early256

stages of the cycle, aseismic accumulation occurs rapidly, and then increases slowly throughout257

the cycle. Furthermore, we observe that the partitioning of plastic strain between the coseismic258
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Figure 3: (a-b) Time history evolution of the average equivalent plastic strain within the off-
fault bulk for three cases of different cohesion. Shading indicate partitioning between aseismic
and coseismic plasticity. (d) The integrated equivalent plastic strain evolution with seismic
potency indicating that complexity is associated with more bias toward off-fault deformations.
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Figure 4: A specific snapshot for a cascading event presented for a case with cohesion c = 30
MPa. (a) The slip rate evolution for a viscoplastic 2-D fault illustrating cascading rupture prop-
agation.(b) The partitioning between off-fault deformation and fault slip during this particular
event sequence showing jerky rupture propagation in the form of individual events nucleation
and arrest. The blue lines highlight the slip rate profile along the fault. The yellow circle indicate
the location of rupture arrest, and the yellow start indicates the hypocenter of the renucleated
rupture.

and aseismic phases also varies based on the choice of cohesion. As the cohesion decreases, a259

larger portion of overall plasticity accumulation is being accounted for aseismically. Specifically,260

by the end of the simulation, almost 19% of the total plastic strain is accumulated aseismically261

for c = 30 MPa. This fraction increased to 30% for c = 22 MPa. The increased role of aseismic262

plasticity partially explain the increased complexity in the seismicity and stress at lower bulk263

strength.264

Finally, the partitioning of deformations between fault slip and off-fault plasticity plays a265

critical role in modulating the co-evolution of seismicity and fault zones. To highlight this, 3d266

shows the evolution of the integrated equivalent plastic strain within the near-fault region with267

fault slip expressed in terms of potency. There are two key observations: (1) the ratio between268

the integrated equivalent plastic strain and potency increases as the cohesion, and hence bulk269

strength, decreases, and (2) jumps associated with the increase in equivalent plastic strain are270

associated with minimal changes in potency. The first observation implies that complexity271

is proportional to the accumulation of plastic strain, with complexity being associated with272

more inelastic deformation delocalizing into the bulk. However, even for c = 22 MPa, the273

integrated equivalent plastic strain remain of the order of 1% of the seismic potency. The274

second observation suggests that there are periods during which it is more favorable for the275

deformation to be accommodated as bulk plastcity rather than fault slip. This, for example,276

may correspond to episodes of failed nucleation or arrested partial ruptures. In other words,277

these periods correspond to aseismic phases or episodes of transient slip deficit.278

3.3 Cascading Earthquakes279

Within our earthquake sequence with off-fault plasticity we observe the emergence of cascad-280

ing earthquakes. These earthquakes just rupture, individually, a segment of the fault before281

arresting due to off-fault deformations. Nevertheless, due to a combination of (1) the favorable282

stress state and (2) the continuous creeping that concentrates the stress ahead of the pinned283
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rupture, subsequent earthquakes persistently nucleate along various segments of the fault in a284

brief timeframe, leading up to the eventual activation of the entire fault. Figure 4a shows the285

a cascading event sequence that occur for the case with cohesion c = 30 MPa. We observe286

the complexity of the earthquake sequence described above. Initially the rupture nucleates on287

the right side of the fault x/Lnuc = 2.5, the rupture propagate bilaterally prior to arresting288

due to inelastic strain accumulation. Eventually the stress concentration ahead of the pinned289

rupture tip is sufficient to trigger another rupture, which initiates ahead of the arrested event290

and rupture a new segment of the fault. This pattern keeps repeating with the triggering of291

event 3, and 4. Event 4 eventually rupture the whole seismogenic zone.292

Figure 4c shows the rupture propagation as well as the pattern of plasticity accumulation293

within the bulk at different time steps within the cascading sequence of events. In panel (i-ii) We294

observe the onset of rupture arrest marked by the yellow circle accompanied by a substantial295

accumulation of off-fault plasticity. Within the same panel we highlight the location where296

the subsequent event will be triggered by a yellow star. The subsequent event is triggered297

ahead of the previously arrested panel as shown in panel (iii). In the intermediate panels (iii-v)298

the rupture proceeds to propagate prior to arresting in panel (vi) due to the accumulation of299

substantial inelastic strains. This pattern repeats again for the new ruptures that nucleates in300

panel (viii), and panel (xi).301

This observed behavior is qualitatively similar to what has been observed in the quasi-static302

mode I fracture of elastic, perfectly plastic material in the plane strain configuration using the303

phase field approach[49]. Phase field models revealed that a plastic zone dulls the tip of a notch304

or crack, thereby impeding the initiation and spreading of the crack. When subjected to an305

adequate load, the crack initiates or unpins, but this occurs with a finite jump. As a result,306

the propagation is sporadic or abrupt, resulting in a rough surface. This jerky motion seems to307

persist for mode II dynamic fractures as observed here in our simulations suggesting a universal308

signature in elasto-plastic fracture phenomena.309

4 Discussion310

Our results indicate the accumulation of aseismic and coseismic off-fault deformation within the311

fault zone interact strongly with slip accumulation on the fault surface resulting in variations in312

the seismicity and stress patterns. In this work, we show that changing the bulk strength alters313

the earthquake sequence to produce complex slip patterns that depend on the extent of plastic314

strain accumulation. Based on the choice of bulk strength the fault surface exhibit a plethora of315

complex behavior such as partial ruptures, slow events, and intermittent episodes of earthquakes.316

The spatiotemporal complexity observed in our models is not tied to the particular choice of317

fault size[50], geometry[47] or heterogeneous distribution of frictional parameters. Rather, this318

complexity is attributed to the partitioning of deformation between fault slip and inelastic319

deformation in the bulk.320

We have shown that plasticity accumulation produces persistent changes to the background321

stress field that influence the long term fault zone evolution and leads to emergence of regions322

of alternating compressive and tensile perturbations in the mean stress. Furthermore, our simu-323

lations highlight the role of bulk plasticity in the evolution of fault roughness and consequently324

short wavelength variations in the fault normal stress. These observations are consistent with325

recent experimental findings demonstrating that the sudden slip transition (in this particular326

case: the pinning of rupture tip) may produce substantial off-fault deformations and alter the327

fault surface in the fault normal direction [19].328

Furthermore, we observe that the accumulation of off-fault inelastic deformations can lead to329

cascading sequence of events. This is due to accumulation of plastic zone which dulls the tip of330

the rupture front, thereby impeding the initiation and spreading of the rupture. Subjected to an331

sufficient load the rupture renucleate, however, with a finite jump. Consequently, the rupture332
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propagation becomes jerky, and within a short period of time (shorter than the recurrence333

interval) several segments of the fault rupture independently. We note here that in the presence334

of inelastic deformations we don’t require any particular scaling of the fracture energy. Smaller335

events are a direct consequence of more plastic dissipation and prior slip history, which eliminate336

the need for fracture energy scaling (Gabriel et al., 2023) to achieve cascading events [51].337

Furthermore, this study shows cascading events on a single fault that undergoes geometrical338

and stress state evolution due to off-fault plasticity over seismic cycles. This observation of339

cascading events is different from other cascading mechanisms involving elastic stress transfer340

in fault segments or a network of faults [52–54].341

We note that we have not studied very low cohesion values due to numerical instabilities342

that emerge with the plasticity accumulation during the aseismic phases of the cycle prior to any343

coseismic activity. However, recent work by Mia et al 2023, for antiplane deformations reveals344

that as the rock strength is further reduced, the fault transitions into slow slip and seismicity345

eventually shut off[39]. This limit remains to be studied in the in-plane case where aseismic346

deformations can introduce mean stress perturbations and shift the yield envelope.347

The main conclusions are summarized as follows:348

1. Incorporating off-fault plasticity enable a transition from simple periodic through-going349

events for higher bulk strength to chaotic sequences that exhibit temporal clustering and350

spatial segmentation in the limit of lower bulk strength.351

2. Accumulation of off-fault plasticity and emergence of partial ruptures lead to the evolution352

of spatially heterogeneous normal stress field on the fault surface with short wavelength353

variations, as well as, non-planar fault surface profile. For lower bulk strength, the fault354

surface develop shorter wavelength undulations.355

3. The overall plastic strain increases with decreasing bulk strength. The fraction of plastic356

strain accumulated aseismically also increases with decreasing bulk strength.357

4. The ratio between integrated plastic strain and potency increases with decreasing bulk358

strength suggesting that a key mechanism for complex evolution of seismicity and stress359

in fault zones lies in delocalizing of deformations. Lower bulk strength facilitates this360

delocalization.361

5. The extent of the fault zone that is plastically deforming remains very small compared to362

the overall fault length. The ratio between the integrated plastic strain and potency is363

also below 1% even for the lowest cohesion value considered in this study. Nonetheless,364

the impact of bulk plasticity on seismicity and stresses is significant. This suggests the365

need for further high resolution studies to characterize the complex near-fault response.366

6. Off-fault plasticity present a possible mechanism for generating cascading earthquakes367

without the need for fracture energy scaling. Cascading earthquakes and temporal cluster-368

ing of earthquakes have been recently observed during the 2023 Herat earthquake sequence369

[55]370
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Appendix A Model Setup569

Figure A1: Schematic of the model considered in this paper (a) The computational
setup for the hybrid FE-SBI scheme. A domain Ω adjacent to the fault surface is discretized
using the finite element method. The spectral boundary integral method is utilized to model the
external linearly elastic half spaces without explicit discretization. The response on the virtual
boundaries parallel to the fault surface is expressed through an integral relation between the
displacement and traction. Periodicity is imposed on the lateral boundaries of the domain. (b)
The distribution of the fault frictional parameters and background tectonic stress field.
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Table A1: Parameters description
Medium Parameter Symbol Value

Shear wave speed (km/s) cs 3.5
Pressure wave speed (km/s) cp 6.0
Density (kg/m3) ρ 2670.0
Length of the domain (m) LT 150
Distance between two virtual boundaries (m) Ws varies
Angle of Internal Friction ϕ 31.6◦

Cohesion MPa c varies
Angle of Maximum Compressive principal stress Ψ 45◦

Viscosity term (MPa-s) η 0.32

Background Stress Symbol Value

Background Vertical Stress MPa σyy 120
Background Horizontal Stress MPa σxx 120
Background Shear Stress MPa σxy 59.1

Fault Parameters Symbol Value

Static Coefficient of friction fo 0.6
Critical slip distance (µm) L 50
Reference velocity (m/s) Vo 10−6

Tectonic loading (m/s) Vpl 10−9

Length of VW patch (m) LVW 50
Length of transition (m) LVW−V S 5
Length of the fault (m) Lf 90
Evolution effect parameter b 0.015
Steady state velocity dependence in VW patch (aVW − b) -0.005
Steady state velocity dependence in VS patch (aV S − b) 0.015
Nucleation size (m) Lnuc 6.96
Quasi-static process zone size (m) Lb 1.2
Grid size (m) △x 0.1
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